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Introduction

Media owners, content distributors, measurement companies and advertisers across fi ve 

continents spent much of 2015 discussing the imminent convergence of traditional TV and digital 

video marketplaces.  While convergence — what it means in practical terms — has long been a 

topic of debate going back a decade, the concept has moved closer to becoming a reality as the 

applications for technology and data, themselves, converge.  

These systems, technology and data are driving transformation through the economics of 

audience, and the channels through which these audiences may be reached and monetized are 

at the center of the discussion.  We now have an entirely new set of industry terms and a cross-

pollination of concepts once applicable exclusively to TV or digital video.  Advanced television, 

broadcast, unicast, connected TV, addressable TV, fi rst-, second-, and third-party data, and 

acronyms like SVOD, OTT, MVPD, are all frequently referenced on industry panels. The better we 

understand how these constructs work together, the better solutions the industry can build to 

connect the broadcast TV and digital video business models. 

This is the fourth white paper in a series produced by SpotX, focusing on bridging the digital 

video divide that before now, has made audience-driven, cross-screen campaign activation 

a daunting proposition for media companies.  The focus is on convergence -- on creating  

solutions that reach a consumer wherever and whenever he or she consumes content.

As pioneers in programmatic technologies and the fi rst-to-market with real-time bidding for 

digital video, SpotX has spent the last year architecting systems in partnership with clypd and 

TiVo Research, among others, which enable media owners to holistically monetize audiences 

across all screens. With a range of data partners involved, SpotX is positioned to uniquely apply 

insights to consistently inform ad decisions in both digital and linear (or traditional) television 

environments. This paper attempts to capture current themes and market realities as companies 

grapple with building or buying solutions that address the convergence of TV and digital video.
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Disruption and Opportunity

TV business models are evolving rapidly. From content distribution to monetization, media 

owners are investing in both data and technology that allow them to fully take advantage of the 

new landscape. These technology and data investments are aimed at mitigating the challenges 

the industry is facing with increasing frequency.

Deterioration of Currency

Another market reality is that the role of age and gender as the sole authority of media value is 

deteriorating, both from the standpoint of brand engagement, as well as this model’s limitations 

in capturing the intersection of consumer and content across thousands of linear TV viewing 

sources.

The decades-long debate over the reliability of proxy currencies in valuing TV avails is giving 

way to conditions of sale accommodating supplemental data and analytics to establish 

secondary and tertiary measures of media value. 

Pricing Silos

Until now, TV and digital assets have been independently measured, priced and sold.  That’s not 

to say they aren’t intertwined or packaged together for cross-screen executions, but the tactical 

value of these packages have largely focused on reach extension. 

Rate cards and inventory management between digital and TV audiences have been largely 

directed independently.  Limitations on establishing equitable cross-screen valuation metrics, 

based on audience attributes, have prevented many media owners from pursuing holistic 

campaign management strategies. This works decidedly to the favor of the buyer, who can take 

advantage of undervalued inventory.

Data-Centric Media Valuation

Brands looking to leverage third-party datasets and proprietary CRM insights for the purposes 

of ad decisions are becoming commonplace.  While it’s rare at this point that these data serve 

as the primary valuation mechanism for TV campaign executions, they are quickly becoming 

secondary benchmarks of achieved value, with conditions of sale determining campaign 

fulfi llment obligations associated with the application of these data.
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Audience Fragmentation and Migration

Fragmentation of audience has been occurring since the debut of satellite and cable in the 

1970s.  Fragmentation was almost inconsequential until the late ‘90s when cable programming 

began to eat away at network broadcast’s share of viewing.  The trend accelerated into the 

21st century to where it stands today, with the majority of linear TV viewing in every demo and 

daypart found in cable-originated programming. 

Content discovery, which is at the core of audience fragmentation, is accelerating as TV 

programmers transition more and more premium, fi rst-run and live content to digital streams.  

As media owners make more content available across more platforms — either organically 

through desktop and direct-to-consumer apps, or through SVOD platforms like Netfl ix, Hulu and 

Amazon — audience fragmentation will continue its steep trajectory. 

The most vexing aspect of fragmentation (as the success of cable TV has demonstrated over the 

last decade) is that it leads to audience migration, which affects the permanent reach potential 

of signifi cant consumer segments, such as Millennials, a group prone to be content explorers.
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The Role of Programmatic Technologies and How We 
Conduct Business 

Programmatic is a transactional technique that will live side-by-side with traditional I/O, private 

marketplace and direct-sold businesses for the foreseeable future.  

According to eMarketer, a vast majority of TV buyers and sellers surveyed earlier this year 

believe a programmatic coexistence of TV and digital video will be an important or very 

important aspect of their business.

Importance of Buying Programmatic TV Inventory Alongside Digital Video 

Inventory According to US Ad Buyers and Sellers, Feb 2015

% of respondents

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Source: Digiday, “State of the Industry: Programmatic TV is Up Next” sponsored by The Trade Desk, March 2, 2015
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The ability to manage inventory and optimize for yield across each of these transactional 

frameworks is a discipline SpotX and its strategic partners are committed to developing 

alongside media owners around the globe.

Programmatic is an essential feature of combining the disparate business models of broadcast 

television and the growing number of content distribution platforms that are capable of 

facilitating real-time audience discovery and monetization in unicast environments. 

The fl uidity of audience across channels necessitates a symmetrical fl uidity of data and insights, 

informing the relative value of every ad opportunity.   

When assessing the capacity of audience a media owner is capable of delivering, the ability for 

a brand to engage a consumer, in any given channel, is both directly and indirectly affected by 

that consumer’s viewing events across all other channels. 

For example, a consumer may record a prime time broadcast show on her DVR, intending to play 

it back the following evening.  Instead, she decides to stream that episode on her smartphone on 

the train ride into work that morning.  The odds of her playing back the same recorded episode 

from her DVR when she gets home from work are signifi cantly diminished.  This consumer 

unconsciously had three viewing options available to her: live, streaming and playback.  (Author’s 

note: maybe it’s a cloud DVR and TV Everywhere service, generating two true viewing options, 

live and non-live… but for the sake of this example, we’ll pretend people still use the DVRs in their 

living rooms.)

Had the consumer chosen to watch her show live, the other two options never come into 

existence.  Nevertheless, the price of reaching a targeted consumer segment in any of those 

viewing experiences should have equitable baseline valuations, applicable across all distribution 

channels.
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Consumers are no longer bound by time and place in content consumption, and within the 

context of a given population, economies of audience develop across content distribution 

channels, where the size of audience in one channel can be affected by audiences in any other 

channel.  

Programmatic infrastructures will be a tactical underpinning of next-generation ad models, but 

strategically, the economics of TV and video necessitate an incorporation of data and insight 

that go beyond the various working defi nitions of “programmatic.”

In fact, these systems are fundamentally econometric, facilitating a scalable layering of insights 

driving rate integrity and yield optimization. 

Econometrics: The application of data science and technology 
to establish value between and among economic relationships 

extracted from vast amounts of data.

The Rise of Audience-Based Buying

Audience-based buying is the practice of leveraging layers of data to establish the value of an ad 

opportunity beyond traditional age and gender. 

Instead of looking to age-gender demographic proxies as the absolute currency of media value, 

fi rst- and third-party data are leveraged to extract an indexed valuation of each individual ad 

opportunity — a singular impression in digital video, a :30 avail in linear TV — based on insights 

gleaned from these data.

As the industry wrestles with the limited scale and availability of addressable broadcast TV on 

one end of the spectrum, and the deteriorating value of ratings currencies on the other, the 

practice of audience-based buying is on the rise. 
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Roughly $70 billion a year is transacted in the U.S. on currency metrics that provide very little 

visibility into consumer behavior, much less the confi dence intervals of that currency’s weighted 

value at any given point in time. 

 

While buyers and sellers frequently supplement a TV schedule with research demonstrating the 

qualitative value that resides within the package’s audience, the Adults 25-54 buying demo used 

to build, rate and analyze that schedule is still the primary measure of achieved value.  

”Adults 25-54” has been frequently referred to as the “Family Reunion” demo, for its range of 

generations, spanning Millennials to grandparents.

“All premium video will soon be transacted on audience, this is unquestionable,” notes Gabe 

Greenberg, Co-Founder and CEO of GABBCON, the Global Audience-Based Buying Conference. 

“The question is how quickly the market can move to provide a scalable technological solution 

that serves the needs of most large publishers, broadcasters and MVPDs.” 

All premium video will soon be transacted 
on audience, this is unquestionable,
- Gabe Greenberg, Co-Founder and CEO of GABBCON

The ability to apply audience-based indexing metrics at the ad occurrence level is a signifi cant 

step forward for the industry, especially for media owners that can leverage data to free up 

inventory frequently anchored by the “market cost-per-point.”

 

Buy-side solutions capable of indexing and transacting audiences at the impression level are 

proliferating, requiring sell-side solutions capable of similarly applying data-driven insights to 

establish rate integrity and maximize yield.

 

”
“



Audience-based buying is most effective when these data and insights can be applied across 

all content distribution channels to baseline the value of audience in each channel.  This is a 

foundational element in the horizontal yield management strategies we outlined in our third 

white paper in this series — Yield Management: A Focus on Holistic Audience Monetization.

Bridging the Digital Video Divide

One of the greatest challenges media owners face in cross-screen ad monetization is the ability 

to establish a baseline valuation of audience across distribution channels. 

Until the development of comScore’s Xmedia and Nielsen’s Total Audience, measurement 

systems of TV and digital video made comparative valuations between the two media a 

torturous exercise.  Despite these signifi cant industry developments, independent audience 

measurement beyond common demographics and broad market breaks will continue to elude 

the marketplace.

Device graphing, a discipline common to both buy- and sell-side platforms, facilitates deductive 

modeling curves for understanding de-duplicated, cross-screen reach and frequency.  The 

identifi cation and association of devices within these graphs are driving many of the analytics 

behind cross-screen campaigns, helping buyers and sellers narrow the gap between TV and 

digital.

However, for a media owner to have actionable insights inside the course of a cross-screen 

campaign, a system that directly links digital and TV ad occurrences at a seed level helps shift 

the value of audience graphing from being primarily a planning tool to being an essential yield 

management resource.
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Achieving Equitable Cross-Screen Audience Valuation 

SpotX, clypd and TiVo Research are collaborating to provide media owners with the workfl ows 

necessary to bridge the digital video divide at the audience level.  It’s much more than age and 

gender breaks — it’s the ability to fairly value audience across TV and digital channels using fi rst- 

or third-party datasets. 

 

By creating an environment where the value of an audience attribute can be identifi ed in any 

given distribution channel, the media owner benefi ts from a fl uidity in campaign audience 

fulfi llment. 
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Data and Insight Activation

With viewer-centric connectivity between digital and TV in place, one cannot underestimate 

the benefi t of layering incremental data streams for the purpose of valuing each ad opportunity. 

Many of these data streams, generally thought of as end-of-cycle, offl ine attribution modeling, 

can easily serve as a targeting or retargeting input.  So the conversion of a consumer, correlated 

to cross-screen ad exposures, achieves what many may consider to be a closed-loop measure of 

media ROI. 

While many perceive attribution models to be an advertiser asset, the ability to invert the value 

of these insights helps media owners too. These insights help media owners understand channel 

effi cacy and establish category- and advertiser-specifi c pricing rules against channels correlating 

to desired consumer outcomes. 

Systems designed around the application of these data and insights will be essential in helping 

media owners understand the value of their inventory wherever they’re monetizing audiences.

The Value Chain of Cross-Screen Monetization

SpotX is developing fi ve key disciplines, both organically and with strategic partners across 

the industry.  These core disciplines effectively represent the value chain created within holistic 

cross-screen monetization.

Identify and price audience across all inventory using unique data combinations.1. The use of fi rst- and third-party datasets to establish the value of audiences is increasing  

 in signifi cance, subsequently mitigating the role age and gender proxy currencies play in  

 driving rate.  Values indexed to consumer data establish baseline equitability across all   

 channels.

Establish insights on audience capacity, scarcity and unique reach for media owners.2. The value of audience is directly tied to its availability in a given channel.  Greater scarcity  

 of an audience target typically drives rates higher, and understanding the capacity of that  

 audience across all distribution channels helps drive yield.



Provide timely and actionable feedback loops to inform yield, audience fulfi llment,  

targeting and retargeting.

 Insight into how campaign audiences are fulfi lling across each channel within the course  

 of the campaign (or even, a fl ight) empowers yield optimization, the ability to reach   

 audiences endemic to digital or TV, and facilitates retargeting strategies based on   

 a viewer’s engagement with multiple distribution channels.

Enable the fl uidity of audience fulfi llment across channels.4. With audiences equitably valued across distribution platforms through a common   

 application of data, the ability to move the fulfi llment of audience campaign obligations  

 across these distribution platforms empowers horizontal yield management.

Leverage closed-loop attribution models for channel pricing discrimination.5. The correlation between ad exposure and consumer outcomes provides visibility into   

 channel effi cacy, which can be leveraged over time to establish better pricing rules for   

 each channel, based on category or advertiser affi nities identifi ed across each channel.
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Conclusion

While the transactions of TV and digital audiences do not require identical frameworks to 

activate holistically-managed cross-screen campaigns, programmatic technologies applied to 

the management of inventory, yield and monetization will usher in a renaissance in TV and video 

ad sales.

The consumer no longer distinguishes among the vast array of content consumption devices 

available.  Content isn’t defi ned by the consumer as being either TV or video.  Rather, the 

consumer uses device-agnostic descriptors when identifying content:  It’s a show.  It’s news.  It’s 

a game.  As such, the ability to target that consumer wherever he or she consumes content is a 

value that can only be fully realized with holistic, cross-screen monetization systems.

SpotX and its partners are committed to realizing that value through continual innovation and a 

focus on helping media owners build and maintain healthy, scalable ad platforms.
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THE TRUSTED PLATFORM FOR VIDEO ADVERTISING 

To read our entire white paper series on Programmatic TV, 

please visit www.spotxchange.com


